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1) Basic grammar

Introduction:
¨ A distinct feature of the Hungarian language is what linguists call agglutination. Agglutination is the

practice of applying affixes to words in order to alter their meaning.
¨ Hungarian uses two forms of affixes: prefixes and suffixes. The basics of applying these two are easy,

however, many different grammatical rules (such as vowel harmony, vowel elongation or complete
assimilation) make it hard for non-speakers to identify the words seen in documents.

What is a prefix?

A prefix is a set of one or more letters, which can be attached to the very
beginning of a word, altering the meaning of the term or creating a completely
different word. Only one prefix can be used per word. The prefixes talked about
in this document are called co-verbs and are used on verbs in Hungarian.

Example for alteration:

menni = to go (verb)
el- = away (prefix)
megy = he/she/it goes (conjugated in 3rd person singular)
elmegy = he/she/it goes away

Example for creating a new word:

kapni = to receive (verb)
el- = away (prefix)
kap = he/she/it receives (conjugated in 3rd person singular)
elkap = he/she/it catches

As you can see, a completely new word arose from the verb kapni after applying the same prefix, while
at the same time, doing the same to menni made the prefix act as the English adverb away. The effect of
each prefix depends on the altered word, but fortunately, we don’t have to go into greater details for
now.

What is a suffix?

A suffix is a set of one or more letters, which can be attached to the very end of
a word, altering the meaning of it. It is possible (and also a common practice) to
attach multiple suffixes to a word to reach the desired meaning depending on
context.



Example for the use of a single suffix:

templom = church (noun)
-ba = into (suffix)
(a) templomba = into (the) church

Example for the use of multiple suffixes:

templom = church (noun)
-unk = our (1st suffix)
-ba = into (2nd suffix)
(a) templomunkba = into our church

(The definite article [a/az]1 is often used in these expressions.) Suffixes can change depending on
vowel harmony. For example, the aforementioned templom (church) will take -ba as the suffix for
inwards motion, while kert (garden) will take -be and become (a) kertbe (into [the] garden), but we’ll
have more on that later. Suffixes can also change the last letter of the word. The two most common
forms of this are signaled complete assimilation2 and the elongation of vowels.

Examples for signaled complete assimilation:

az = that
-ba = into
abba = into that

ez = this
-be = into
ebbe = into this

During assimilation, the pronunciation of a sound gets closer to the sound next to it. In the above
two examples, the Z sound got completely transformed to B (hence “complete”), and it was not only
the sound that changed, but also the spelling with it (hence “signaled”).3

Example for the elongation of an ending vowel:

lóca = bench (regional form, not in common use today)
-ra = onto
(a) lócára = on(to) (the) bench

mente = (a type of Hungarian) coat
-re = onto
(a) mentére = on(to) (the) coat

In the above two examples, a became á and e became é, but not every vowel will change with a
suffix, though. In fact, it is only a and e that can be elongated, and even these won’t change in every
case.

1 A is used before words beginning with a consonant, while az is used before words beginning with a vowel.
2 The correct Hungarian term for this is Jelölt teljes hasonulás.
3 An unsignaled assimilation happens for example with the word bátyja, which is pronounced as “báttya”. As
Hungarian did not really have codified spelling rules until the 19th century, you can often come across words such as
báttya, where the assimilation is signaled, while in today’s grammar, it isn’t.



What happens if you want to use multiple suffixes which end in these vowels? The answer is simple:
they act the same as if they were part of the base word.

Example for the elongation of an ending vowel with multiple suffixes:

lóca = bench (regional form, not in common use today)
-ja (suffix) = his/her

(a) lócája = his/her bench

-ra (suffix) = onto
(a) lócájára = on(to) his/her bench

Without vowel elongation, lóca with these two suffixes stacked up after it would be lócajara,
however, this is completely wrong. The first suffix elongates the base word’s last vowel, while the
second suffix elongates the first suffix’s last vowel.

Suffixes can also shorten the vowels á and é to a and e if they stand in the second-to-last spot. For
example, név (name) becomes neve (his/her/its name) in possessive form. If a vowel becomes too
repetitive after attaching the suffix (e.g. when apa [father] becomes apja [his/her/its father] instead
of apaja) a loss of the base word’s last vowel can also happen. Keep in mind that these are all cases
which happen often, but not always, and to fully grasp these rules, one would have to develop a feel
for the language.

What is vowel harmony?

Many suffixes have two or more forms with only the vowels being different in
each one. Vowel harmony is the process of applying the right form of a suffix to
a word depending on the vowel structure of the latter.

Example for (low) vowel harmony:

apa = father (noun with a low vowel structure)
-val/-vel = with (suffix)
+ vowel elongation
(az) apával = with (the) father

Example for (high) vowel harmony:

szülők = parents (plural noun with a high vowel structure)
-val/-vel = with (suffix)
+ signaled complete assimilation
(a) szülőkkel = with (the) parents

The suffix -val-/vel (meaning with something/someone) has a form for low vowel harmony (-val)
as well as high vowel harmony (-vel). It is fairly easy to identify which form of a suffix is used for low
and which form for high harmonization. Most Hungarian suffixes have only one vowel. If that vowel
has a low sound (A-Á-O-Ó-U-Ú), it is used for low harmonization. If it is a high sound (E-É-I-Í-Ö-Ő-Ü-
Ű), the suffix should be attached to high vowel structure words.



What should I remember from this chapter?

Hungarian uses prefixes (at the beginning) and suffixes (at the end). A maximum
of one prefix can be used per word. Suffixes can be stacked virtually to eternity.
Suffixes can have multiple forms depending on vowel harmony, sometimes they
can assimilate the last consonant of the base word, elongate the vowels A and E
if the base word or the previous suffix ends in one of them, or shorten them if
they are located in the second-to-last place.



2) Hungarian name order & relationship terms

Introduction:
¨ Unlike most European languages, Hungarian uses the Eastern name order, which means a person’s

surname always precedes their first name. In this chapter, we will go over the brief history of this and see
how names are constructed according to the Eastern order in different situations.

¨ The Eastern name order is used throughout this guide unless otherwise stated.
¨ Hungarian uses distinct generational names, which are often mixed up even by native Hungarians. A table

containing all the correct generational terms is given.
¨ A useful table containing the most common relationship terms will be provided at the end of this chapter.

Why do Hungarian names follow the Eastern order?

The answer to this question lies in the basic grammar of Hungarian and the
history of surnames. When the first surnames were constructed, they were given
by people to others instead of being assumed. This was true to Hungarian
surnames also. But as opposed to English surnames (where “John the smith”
would later become John Smith), Hungarians used these words describing
personal qualities, occupations, etc. (which would later become the actual
surnames) as adjectives. Most of the times, adjectives are placed before nouns,
and so, when these words became surnames, they remained in front of the given
names.

Knowing how to use the Hungarian name order is essential to Hungarian genealogists, and will help
clear up grammatical mistakes later. First, let’s see how the English name “John Adam Smith” would be
constructed in Hungarian:

Surname First given name Second given name
Kovács János Ádám
Smith John Adam

The only difference is that the surname gets moved from the last place to the first, the order of the
first and second (and further) given names do not change. No matter the context, this name order stays
strictly this way. Hungarian people could also bear titles before January 14, 1947. These titles were used
preceding the surname the following ways:

Full name of a small noble without a prename

Title Surname First name

nemes Szabó István
noble Tailor Stephen

Full name of a small noble with a prename

Title Prename Surname First name

nemes újfalvi Szabó István
noble of Újfalu Tailor Stephen



Keep in mind that (even though the above tables do not mention it), a second given name would always
be placed after the first given name, or at the very end in both examples above (e.g. nemes Szabó István
János & nemes újfalvi Szabó István János). A noble prename should always be placed after the noble title
or before the surname, as shown in the second table. If the same word appears before the title, the
meaning changes from a prename to a simple word describing the origin or residence of the person.
Aristocratic names follow the same pattern with one major difference: the prename(s) can precede their
title without changing the meaning.

Full name of a baron

Title Prename(s) Surname First name

báró óvári Kovács András
baron of Óvár Smith Andrew

Full name of a count

Title Prename(s) Surname First name

gróf alsófalvi Molnár Katalin
count of Alsófalu Miller Catherine

While talking about aristocrats, the title (without the prename) can be placed after the full name. This
is a common practice with the name of female aristocrats, since the aristocratic title gets a -nő suffix
(meaning woman). Báró becomes bárónő, gróf becomes grófnő, őrgróf becomes őrgrófnő and herceg
becomes hercegnő. Note that the above example already mentions a countess with the usual name order.
This usage of these two orders depends on the context.

Full name of a baroness in common speech

Prename(s) Surname First name Title

óvári Kovács Anna bárónő
of Óvár Smith Anne baroness

Full name of a count in common speech

Prename(s) Surname First name Title

alsófalvi Molnár Katalin grófnő
of Alsófalu Miller Catherine countess

English has an easy way of describing the relationship of two people when it comes to generations.
You can say someone was your 10th great grandfather and everyone will know that he lived 12
generations before you. Hungarian, on the other hand, doesn’t work this way. The following table is a very
useful source and should be memorized. Note that szülő (parent) is written after the ancestral and unoka
(grandchild) after the descendant generations as the names of generations can’t be used on their own
and this is the standard name for them. These can be replaced of course. Szülő can be replaced by apa
(father) and anya (mother) with their variations. Unoka cannot be replaced, but can be followed by fiú
(boy/son) or lány (girl/daughter) and their variations, however those are rarely used (mostly for
grandchildren). Also note that while a grandparent is nagyszülő, a grandchild does not receive the nagy-
prefix.



Generational names

Hungarian English Suffix English

ősszülő 4th great-grandparent ős- 4th great-grand
szépszülő 3rd great-grandparent szép- 3rd great-grand
ükszülő 2nd great-grandparent ük- 2nd great-grand

dédszülő great-grandparent déd- great-grand
nagyszülő grandparent nagy- grand

szülő parent (-) (-)
egyén self (“person”) (-) (-)

gyermek child (-) (-)
unoka grandchild (-) (-)

dédunoka great-grandchild déd- great-grand
ükunoka 2nd great-grandchild ük- 2nd great-grand

szépunoka 3rd great-grandchild szép- 3rd great-grand
ősunoka 4th great-grandchild ős- 4th great-grand

Two things are worth mentioning with generational names. First, see how there is no generational
name for 5th great-grandparents and beyond? Those people are simply referred to as ős (ancestor),
ősök (ancestors), or felmenő/felmenők. The same thing is done to 5th great-grandchildren and beyond.
Those people are referred to as leszármazott (descendant), leszármazottak (descendants), or
utód/utódok, which means the same.

The other thing is that most Hungarians have no knowledge about even their own great-
grandparents, which means they rarely use the terms above déd- and even if they do, they get it
completely wrong. One example is calling a great-grandparent “dédnagyszülő” instead of “dédszülő.”
It is completely unnecessary to use both déd- and nagy- for the generational name and can lead to
confusion. Another common mistake is to stack the ük- prefix after one another to create a system
used in English and German. A third great-grandfather (“great-great-great-grandfather”) is often called
an “ük-ük-ükapa.” This is a huge mistake that most people aren’t aware of.4

Ancestors and descendants: grammatic points of interest

Beside ős, an ancestor can also be called a felmenő (felmenők in plural).
Felmenők comes from the verb menni (meaning to go) and the prefix -fel
(meaning up). The word can be translated as “upgoers” and the logic behind it
is that you have to move upwards in a family tree to get to them. Leszármazottak
comes from the verb származni (to originate from) and the prefix -le (meaning
down). It could be translated as “those, who have originated from (someone).”
The -le prefix comes into play as you have to move downwards on a family tree
to see the descendants.

4 For most Hungarians, the highest known generational name is ük- (as they don’t use the ones beyond), so anyone
beyond an ük- is an ük-ük-, etc. Hungarian movie script translators also translate these terms with this error. There
have been attempts to introduce terms for further generations, however, these did not become official terms and
should be avoided at all cost. Numerous other sources list these terms on the internet, but our table above presents
the correct and official terms, which should be followed.



The most common Hungarian relationship terms used in records

Hungarian English Notes

Anya Mother
Apa Father
Ara Bride

Árva Orphan
Bácsi (Nagy-) Uncle

Báty Older brother
Édesanya "Sweet mother" Only used for biological mothers.
Édesapa "Sweet father" Only used for biological fathers.
Feleség Wife

Férfi Man
Férj Husband
Fiú Boy/Son Can also simply be fi.

Fivér Brother
Gyermek Child
Házastárs Spouse

Húg Younger sister
Iker Twin

Jegyes Engaged/Bride
Lány Girl/Daughter

Mátka Bride
Meny Bride

Mostoha Step-
Nagyanya Grandmother
Nagyapa Grandfather

Nagybácsi Uncle
Nagynéni Aunt

Néni Aunt
Nő Woman/Wife

Nővér Older sister
Öcs Younger brother

Öreganya grandmother “Old-mother”
Öregapa grandfather “Old-father”
Testvér Sibling
Unoka Grandchild

Unokabáty Older male cousin
Unokahúg Younger female cousin

Unokanővér Older female cousin
Unokaöcs Younger male cousin

Unokatestvér Cousin
Utód Descendant, "successor"

Vő Groom
Vőlegény Groom



3) Constructing the possessive form

Introduction:
¨ Hungarian relationships (just like English ones) are mentioned using the possessive form. (E.g. the son of

John – János fia)
¨ This chapter will talk about constructing the correct possessive form in 3rd person.
¨ The possessive form in 3rd person includes three sets of suffixes: one for describing general possession,

the second set used for describing the “possessor” and the third for describing the “possession.”
¨ The latter two set of suffixes are used together and change according to vowel harmony.
¨ The accusative and ablative cases are also briefly introduced

The most basic possessive form in Hungarian includes the -é suffix and is used after the possessor. If
you were to say “This is John’s”, you’d say “Ez Jánosé”. This form, however, can only be used if the
emphasis of the whole sentence is on the possession. This means if you want to say “This son of John
moved to another town,” the emphasis will be on the action (“moved”), and you’ll have to use the other
possessive form, which operates with the other two sets of suffixes. During your genealogic research,
you’re most likely to only come across this latter form.

The “possessor’s” suffix

-nak/-nek

Attaching the possessor’s suffix to a noun makes the noun act as the possessor of something. The
respective form should be used for words with low (-nak) and high vowel structure (-nek). Both forms
elongate the ending A or E sound of the noun it is attached to.

Noun Suffix Noun as a possessor
János -nak Jánosnak
apa -nak apának (elongation!)

Erzsébet -nek Erzsébetnek
Évi -nek Évinek

[A table will later list the correct possessive forms of the words listed at the end of the previous chapter, but keep
in mind that some of them are never used. One example is the word báty meaning older brother. As this is a term,
which includes a comparison (older), it needs the other word it is compared to. If that word is mentioned (and it must
be mentioned somehow), báty will have to be put into the possession’s form: bátyja. Báty can only act as a possessor
if it has already been mentioned as a possession. (Bátyjának) This can be achieved with suffix-stacking, which will be
talked about later.] The possessive form is still far from being complete as the above structure cannot stand
on its own. You have to name the possession and attach the possession’s suffix to it:



The “possession’s” suffix

With one possession -(j)a/-(j)e

With multiple possessions -(j)ai/-(j)ei

- The -a suffix is used for nouns ending in a consonant and having low vowel structure.
- The -ja suffix is used for nouns ending in a vowel and having low vowel structure.
- The -e suffix is used for nouns ending in a consonant and having high vowel structure.
- The -je suffix is used for nouns ending in a vowel and having high vowel structure.

Noun Suffix Noun as a possession
lány -a lánya

testvér -e testvére
nő -je nője (or neje)

mostoha -ja mostohája

If multiple possessions are mentioned, an -i is attached after the original suffix. Of course, there are
exceptions to the usage of these suffixes as well. As you’ve read before, suffixes can erase and ending
vowel if the vowel would become too repetitive. This is the case with apa (father), which becomes apja
instead of apája (some regional dialects still use this form, though) or anya (mother), which becomes
anyja instead of anyája. Not only ending vowels can be erased, but the last vowels too. Such case comes
into play with the word ökör (ox), which becomes ökre. The word báty (older brother) takes the -ja suffix
because it would become bátyája, but the ending vowel (which isn’t part of the stem, but gets added just
to then get removed) disappears. Another exception is fiú, which means boy and son at the same time.
According to the rule, it would receive the -ja suffix, which it indeed does. In this case, fiúja means
boyfriend (as a possession). If you want to say son (as a possession), you have to attach the -a suffix, which
erases the last vowel (because of the excessive vowel stacking) and becomes fia. Öcs becomes öccse as a
possession. First it gets an ending vowel with the suffix, which gets elongated (öcséje), then erased. As
the word would be impossible to pronounce without hardships, a signaled complete assimilation occurs:
the stem’s last consonant (cs) assimilates the suffix’s first consonant (j to cs). These, of course, are very
hard to keep track of, so you don’t need to memorize the process, only the correct forms. To clear up any
misunderstanding, the following table lists the correct possessive forms for the terms mentioned at the
end of the previous chapter.



Possessive forms of the most common relationship terms

Noun As a possessor As a possession

Anya anyának anyja
Apa apának apja
Ara arának arája
Árva árvának árvája

Bácsi (Nagy-) (nagy)bácsinak (nagy)bácsija/(nagy)bátyja
Báty bátynak/bátyának (not used) bátyja

Édesanya édesanyának édesanyja
Édesapa édesapának édesapja
Feleség feleségnek felesége

Férfi férfinek/férfinak férfije/férfija (not used)
Férj férjnek férje
Fiú fiúnak fia (son), fiúja (boyfriend)

Fivér fivérnek fivére
Gyermek gyermeknek gyermeke
Házastárs házastársnak házastársa

Húg húgnak húga
Iker ikernek ikre

Jegyes jegyesnek jegyese
Lány lánynak lánya

Mátka mátkának mátkája
Meny menynek menye

Mostoha mostohának mostohája
Nagyanya nagyanyának nagyanyja
Nagyapa nagyapának nagyapja

Nagybácsi nagybácsinak nagybácsija/nagybátyja
Nagynéni nagynéninek nagynénje

Néni néninek nénje
Nő nőnek nője

Nővér nővérnek nővére
Öcs öcsnek (not used) öccse

Öreganya öreganyának öreganyja
Öregapa öregapának öregapja
Testvér testvérnek testvére
Unoka unokának unokája

Unokabáty unokabátynak (not used) unokabátyja
Unokahúg unokahúgnak unokahúga

Unokanővér unokanővérnek unokanővére
Unokaöcs unokaöcsnek unokaöccse

Unokatestvér unokatestvérnek unokatestvére
Utód utódnak utóda/utódja

Vő vőnek veje
Vőlegény vőlegénynek vőlegénye



After getting familiar with the possessor’s and possession’s suffixes, the complete possessive form is
easy to construct. But as a last rule, it is important to also mention, that in a complete possessive form,
the possessor’s suffix (-nak/-nek) can be (and IS often) omitted. Here are some examples:

Jánosnak fia. The son of János.
János fia. The son of János.

Évának férje. The husband of Éva.
Éva férje. The husband of Éva.

A gyermeknek az apja. The child’s father.
A gyermek apja. The child’s father.

When mentioning the person who acts as a possession by his/her name, the relationship term with
the correct suffix applied to it should remain in place and the newly introduced name should not receive
any suffixes as can be seen in the following examples:

Jánosnak fia, István. István, the son of János.
János fia, István. István, the son of János.

Évának férje, Balázs. Balázs, the husband of Éva.
Éva férje, Balázs. Balázs, the husband of Éva.

A gyermeknek az apja, János. The child’s father, János.
A gyermek apja, János. The child’s father, János.

There are situations when you have to describe someone’s relationship to someone through a third
person. (E.g. a person’s relationship to his grandfather through his father.) This can be achieved by
stacking the possession’s and the possessor’s suffixes after each other. Only the possessor’s suffix can be
stacked on the possession’s suffix, it is impossible to do it the other way.

Stacked possessive suffixes

-jának/-jének

As mentioned before, some words such as báty cannot take the possessor’s suffix alone because it
includes a comparison. You have to mention the person (the younger sibling in this case), whom the
comparison refers to. Báty with the possessor’s suffix alone would be bátynak/bátynak, meaning “of the
older brother.” After introducing the other person, we can say (person)-nak/-nek a bátyjának a (person)-
(j)a/-(j)e. To demonstrate it with an example:

Anna has an older brother (báty), who has a friend (barát). The friend’s relationship to Anna
can be said the following way:

“Anna bátyjának a barátja.” “The friend of the older brother of Anna.”



In this example, Anna is the possessor, who would get the possessor’s suffix, but as said before, this
one can be omitted. The reason for that here is that repetition is a huge enemy of the Hungarian language.
There would be two words after each other with the same ending suffix, and since the first one can be
omitted, it will be omitted to make it sound more natural. (Another way to say this sentence is “Annának
a bátyjának a barátja,” but it is too long and since there is a shorter way to say the same thing, the shorter
form will be used.) Báty is the possession of Anna, so it takes the possession’s suffix and becomes bátyja.
At the same time, it becomes a possessor too, so the possessor’s suffix gets stacked on the possession’s
suffix, making bátyja bátyjának. The last step is to introduce the possession of báty, which is barát (friend).
It is a simple possession, which takes the -ja suffix. The sentence is now complete. (The “a” you see
between bátyjának and barátja is a definite article, the correct usage of which is a bit too complicated for
beginners and is not relevant for correctly identifying the relationships in old documents.)

The accusative suffix

-t/-ot/-et/-öt/-‘t

The accusative case is used when the sentence has a grammatical object in it. An object in a sentence
is a word which the verb acts on. Let’s look at the following examples and identify the objects:

He saw him. She knows her.

He speaks English. She likes apple.

When a word is used as an object in a Hungarian sentence, it receives the accusative suffix,
which is a letter T and a harmonized vowel before it if necessary. It can also elongate the ending
vowel in some cases. As Hungarian BMD records often contain complete sentences, knowing how
to identify the accusative ending can help you understand the contents much better. The following
example will show you how to put a simple phrase into accusative case:

Tóth János fia, Mihály. Tóth János fiát, Mihályt (…).

In this example, the object of the sentence is Mihály, the son of Tóth János. Note how both the
person (Mihály) and the word referring to him (fiú->fia with the possession’s suffix) receives the
accusative suffix. This happens in all situations and makes it easier to identify whom it refers to.
Let’s take a look at another example:

Tóth János fia, Mihály. Tóth Jánost fia, Mihály (…).

The object here is Tóth János, and since no other word refers to him in the sentence, only his
name receives the suffix. This sentence means that something was done to Tóth János by his son,



Mihály. This latter example is rare to come by in BMD records, however, the former one is very
frequent.

It is important to note that the accusative case also has different conjugated endings for verbs
in some situations. It is also possible to construct a whole sentence by only using one conjugated
verb, which includes reference to the subject and the object too. The meaning of the sentence in
these cases depends on the context:

Láttam. I was able to see (in the dark for example).

Láttam. I saw him/her/it/myself.

Láttam. I saw you. (formal)

Láttalak. I saw you. (informal)

Láttunk. We were able to see (in the dark for example).

Láttunk. We saw you (singular, informal).

Láttunk. We saw you (plural, informal.)

Being able to identify this structure can come in handy when reading the Jegyzetek (Notes)
column in records as they often have one-word sentences. (E.g. kihirdetett -> “it was announced”)



Accusative forms of the most common relationship terms

Noun As an object With the possession’s suffix

Anya anyát anyját
Apa apát apját
Ara arát aráját
Árva árvát árváját

Bácsi (Nagy-) (nagy)bácsit (nagy)bátyját
Báty bátyát bátyját

Édesanya édesanyát édesanyját
Édesapa édesapát édesapját
Feleség feleséget feleségét

Férfi férfit férjét (mean her husband)
Férj férjet férjét
Fiú fiút fiát (means his/her son)

Fivér fivért fivérét
Gyermek gyermeket gyermekét
Házastárs házastársat házastársát

Húg húgot húgát
Iker ikret ikrét

Jegyes jegyest jegyesét
Lány lányt lányát

Mátka mátkát mátkáját
Meny menyet menyét

Mostoha mostohát mostoháját
Nagyanya nagyanyát nagyanyját
Nagyapa nagyapát nagyapját

Nagybácsi nagybácsit nagybátyját
Nagynéni nagynénit nagynénjét

Néni nénit nénjét
Nő nőt nőjét/nejét (means his wife)

Nővér nővért nővérét
Öcs öcsöt öccsét/öcséjét

Öreganya öreganyát öreganyját
Öregapa öregapát öregapját
Testvér testvért testvérét
Unoka unokát unokáját

Unokabáty unokabátyát unokabátyját
Unokahúg unokahúgot unokahúgát

Unokanővér unokanővért unokanővérét
Unokaöcs unokaöcsöt unokaöccsét/unokaöcséjét

Unokatestvér unokatestvért unokatestvérét
Utód utódot utódját

Vő vőt vőjét/vejét
Vőlegény vőlegényt vőlegényét



The ablative suffix (“from”)

-tól (-túl)/-től (-tűl)

The ablative case is easy to understand and thus we will not go into greater details with it. If the
appropriate ablative suffix is attached to a word, it refers to an action happening from that person
or thing. (E.g. János->Jánostól, which means from János.) -tól or -től is used depending on vowel
harmony, furthermore, each of these two has its own dialectal form (-tul or -túl for -tól and -tül or
-tűl for -től). “Jánostól” can be found as “Jánostul” or “Jánostúl,” while “Erzsébettől” can be found
as “Erzsébettül” or “Erzsébettűl” in old records, just to mention two examples. (The ablative suffix
can never be placed after a possessor’s suffix, but it can be after a possession’s suffix.)



4) Describing deceased, unknown people, and their relatives

Introduction:
¨ This chapter will introduce you to the most common relationship terms used for deceased people, their

widows, and unknown people.
¨ Besides relationship terms, you will also get familiar with common abbreviations such as n.b.e. and the

various verbs used to describe death.

Özvegy – Widow

The term for widow in Hungarian is özvegy, no matter if it is a man or a woman;
although a widower woman can also be called özvegynő or özvegyasszony
(“widow woman”).

Constructing the possessive form of özvegy.

özvegy = widow
-e = possession’s suffix
(Valakinek az) özvegye. = (Someone’s) widow.

Where valaki means someone.

özvegynő = widow woman
-je = possession’s suffix
(Valakinek az) özvegynője.5 = (Someone’s) widow.

Where valaki means someone.

özvegyasszony = widow woman
-a = possession’s suffix
(Valakinek az) özvegyasszonya.6= (Someone’s) widow.

Where valaki means someone.

Examples for the usage of özvegy in possessive form.

Jánosnak özvegye. = The widow of János.
János özvegye. = The widow of János.
János fiának özvegye. = The widow of the son of János.
Az apa testvérének özvegye. = The widow of the sibling of the father.

5 According to an older grammatical rule of Hungarian, this could also be conjugated as “özvegyneje,” which would
especially refer to her being a “widower wife.” This form, however, is not used. Also, özvegynő is rarely used in the
possessive form.
6 Just like özvegynő, özvegyasszony is rarely (if not never) used in the possessive form.



Néhai – The late – as an adjective

A deceased person can be mentioned with the adjective néhai, meaning “the
late.” The stem – néha – means “sometime,” whereas the applied -i suffix carries
the meaning “of.” Néhai could be translated as “of some bygone time.”
Néhai is the most common word to describe a deceased person and it is always
used before the name or the words describing him/her.

Examples for the usage of néhai.

Néhai Kovács János neje, Katalin. = Katalin, the wife of the late Kovács János.
Néhai Kis István özvegye, Anna. = Anna, the widow of the late Kis István.

Néhai can also be combined with other words before the deceased person’s name. The most
commonly used is néhai boldogemlékezetű. (It can also be seen as néhai boldog emlékezetű in old
records.) This complete phrase – as said before – precedes the person’s name. Its translation is a bit
harder, as boldogemlékezetű is made up of two words: boldog (meaning happy) and emlékezetű. This
latter word is emlékezet (memory) with an -ű suffix, which describes quality and transforms it from a noun
into an adjective. Boldogemlékezetű thus would roughly mean “of fond memory.” The idea behind this
phrase is that the deceased is remembered fondly by the others when mentioning him/her. This is often
abbreviated as néh.b.e. or n.b.e. in records.

Another way to describe a deceased is to put the adjective boldog, boldogult or megboldogult before
his/her name. Abbreviated as b. or m.b., it works on the same grammatical principle as néhai. Boldog
translates to “happy,” while boldogult and megboldogult both translate to “deceased,” however, they
come from the same stem. The origin of these three will be talked about later.

Néhai, néhai boldogemlékezetű, boldog, boldogult and megboldogult all act as adjectives (although the
latter two can act as nouns) and should be used along with the noun(s) referring to the deceased person.
The next part of this chapter includes verbs, which describe death and the respective nouns formed from
them, which can refer to the death itself or the deceased person.

(meg)halni – halál – halott

The most common verb used for dying is halni or meghalni. While both mean the
same thing, the latter’s usage is more widespread as its prefix (meg-) supposes
that the act of dying had finished. The el- (away) prefix had also been used in
many cases (elhalni). Some rural dialects used holni/hólni instead of halni (with
the same prefixes). The most basic conjugation of these are found below.

Verb Past simple Past simple
Infinitive form 3rd person singular 3rd person plural

halni halt haltak
holni holt holtak
hólni hólt hóltak

meghalni meghalt meghaltak
megholni megholt megholtak
meghólni meghólt meghóltak



The word halni is a bit unique in the sense that when it’s used and conjugated as a verb, it always
receives a prefix. This prefix can either be meg- (as seen in the table above), which puts the
emphasis on the fact that the action had already finished, or el-, which means “away” as in “pass
away.” When used as an adjective or a noun formed from the verb (e.g. holt/elhalt/meghalt), it can
stand on its own or use one of the two prefixes mentioned previously. The word for death itself
(halál) was also often made into a verb by putting the meg- prefix in front of it and conjugating the
word into the proper form.

Verb Past simple Past simple
Infinitive form 3rd person singular 3rd person plural

meghalálozni meghalálozott meghaláloztak

The verb boldogulni or megboldogulni can be used instead of halni/meghalni. In mirror
translation, it means “to become happy,” and the idea behind its usage comes from the Christian
belief that when someone passes away, they are relieved of all pain and burden of the physical
world. A common regional form of this verb is spelled bódogulni.

Verb Past simple Past simple
Infinitive form 3rd person singular 3rd person plural

boldogulni boldogult boldogultak
bódogulni bódogult bódogultak

megboldogulni megboldogult megboldogultak
megbódogulni megbódogult megbódogultak

If someone dies, we can also say he/she passed away (eltávozott). This verb is comprised of two
elements: the el- prefix, meaning away, and the stem, távozni, meaning to leave. Megtérni is used
more often in religious texts, as it refers to someone appearing before God.

Verb Past simple Past simple
Infinitive form 3rd person singular 3rd person plural

eltávozni eltávozott eltávoztak
megtérni megtért megtértek



5) Common sentence structures

Hungarian sentence structure can sometimes seem freer than that of its English counterpart, however,
it is much stricter in many cases. Mixing up the words in a sentence can often change the meaning too by
putting the emphasis on a different part of the sentence. Sentences and expressions regarding
relationships all build around the following structures in old records:

1.) Tóth János (fia, Mihály) Tóth János(’s son Mihály)
2.) Tóth János Mihály (nevű) fia Tóth János’s son (named) Mihály
3.) Tóth János, Mihály fia Tóth János, the son of Mihály
4.) Mihály, Tóth János fia Mihály, son of Tóth János
5.) Tóth János fiának, Mihálynak fia, István István, son of Mihály, (who is the) son of Tóth János

Note how only one of the five groups uses the possessor’s suffix (-nak/-nek). This is because omitting
that suffix in some cases makes it sound more natural and makes the words flow much better, but keep
in mind that using both the possessor’s and possession’s suffixes is not a mistake either and you may even
come across those forms in the future.

The first example includes the basic form of describing either one person (Tóth János) or the relative
of one person (Tóth János fia, Mihály). In the grammatically correct form, a comma is placed after the
word describing the relationship (fia, or son in this case). This comma is often omitted in old records.

The second example includes a very similar structure, but in this case, the emphasis of the whole
sentence is on the name of the person. The word nevű (which comes from név - “name”) can be placed
after the person’s name, but it is also often omitted in old records, which can create confusion even for a
native Hungarian speaker sometimes.

This confusion comes from the structure of the third example, where the person we’re referring to is
at the beginning of the sentence (as opposed to the previous two examples, where it stood at the end).
Also, the person we’re referring to in the example here is Tóth János, while for the previous two examples
it was Mihály, the son of Tóth János. The name of the person referred to is followed by a comma here,
the function of which is very important. Note how this comma can be the only thing that’s different in the
above examples.

Group three starts out by naming the individual (Tóth János), and then saying that he is the son of
Mihály (Mihály fia), omitting the possessor’ suffix on the way. These two sentence parts are separated by
a comma. Using the possessor’s suffix, it looks like this: Tóth János, Mihálynak fia. To clearly distinct it
from the second group, the example for the second group looks like this while the possessor’s suffix is
used: Tóth Jánosnak Mihály (nevű) fia. While it is all clear using this method, take a look at the following
two examples and try to guess which one is which:

Tóth János Mihály fia Tóth János, Mihály fia

The first one is a group-two sentence (omitting the word nevű), while the second one is a group-three
sentence. Native Hungarians can still tackle this, but as it has been mentioned before, commas are very
often omitted from old Hungarian records. This practice makes a group-three sentence look exactly like a



group-two sentence and only the context can reveal if János was the son of Mihály or the other way
around.

Group four is exactly the same as group three, except that the surname is mentioned along with the
father’s name. (Group three mentioned it as part of the son’s name.) The reason why it felt necessary to
create a new group for it is that if the comma is omitted, you have a given name followed by a surname,
which is followed by a given name. As Hungarian names always(!) have the surnames in front of the given
names, the surname in this example refers to János (although in this context, both people share the same
surname.)

Group five includes describing the relationship of someone to another person through a third person.
Suffix stacking comes into play as described before and more complex relationships can be described this
way. This is a collective group for all sentences which mention multiple people, so the sentence structure
is not that strict.


